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Class 5: Antifaithfulness 
 

To do for next time 
• Start antifaithfulness/anticorrespondence assignment 
• Read Alderete, Hayes 

1. Some problematic morphology 
 
Chaha (data taken from McCarthy 1983—you’ll see much more in the HW) 

V! (masc. subject) V! (fem. subject)  
ækæt ækæt ‘accompany’ 
nmæd nmæd ‘love’ 
nk’t’ nk’t’ ‘kick’ 

 
Not so bad—could be described as a floating feature (bundle). 
 
Tohono O’odham (Fitzgerald & Fountain ms.) 
 
 imperfective perfective 

i  i  'drinking' 
id  i  'seeing'        
ok  o  'speaking'        
mak  ma  'giving'        
wu  wu  'tying up'       
ju  ju  'being a certain time of day or night' 
hink  hin  'barking'        
ip  i  'pinning'        
hikck  hikc  'cutting'        
bidp  bid  'painting object'       
hihim  hihi  'walking (pl)'       
hihink  hihin  'barking (pl)'       
ok  o  'speaking (pl)'       
nako  nako  'enduring'        
sikon  siko  'hoeing'        
cumun  cumu  'making object glow by removing ashes from its surface’ 
cun  cu  'picking up object one by one'   
oon  oo  'raking'        
hiwa  hiw  'rubbing against object'      
atwid  atwi  'to shoot object'      
moto  mot  'carrying on the head or in a vehicle' 
cwid  cwi  'covering'        
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hihido  hihido  'cooking (pl)'       
bihiwi  bihiwi  'to coil oneself'      
kahiobin  kahiobi  'to cross object'      
hi  h  'hanging object to dry out'    
miw  m  'arriving by running or driving'    
in    'straightening'        
cc  cc  'calling out name of object'    
biacu  biac  'carrying object on serving plate'    
bicu  bic  'carrying object'       
 pancud   panc  'to turn into bread'     
cicwicud  cicwic  'to make someone swim'     
cposid  cpos  'branding'        
cisid  cis  'imitating sounds made by object'    
bahijid  bahij  'to get object ready to be eaten'  
osid  os  'feeding'        
cikpanacud  cikpanac  'to make someone work'     
cicwijuid  cicwiju  'to play for the benefit of someone'  
atwidacud  atwidac  'to shoot at object for someone, plural'  
cposidacud  cposidac  'to make someone brand object'    
bahijidacud  bahijidac  'to make someone eat object'    
cwid  cwi  'covering'        
kahiobin  kahiobi  crossing object'       
bihiwi  bihiwi  'coiling oneself'       
sihowin  sihowi  'rummaging into'       
kiibin  kiibi  'nibbling at object'      
kiiwin  kiiwi  'reducing object'       
huhuid  huhui  'chasing'        
jupin  jupi  'disappearing'        
kihin  kihi  'kicking object'       
wid  wi  'lighting up'       
hiomun  hiomu  'paring object'       
bidhun  bidhu  'plastering object'       
hhm  hh  'laughing (pl)'       
simun  simu  'hoeing object'       
cuhimun  cuhimu  'crushing object with single blow'    
aappm  aapp  'trying on a dress'     
huimun  huimu  'breaking object with fingernails'     
ia  ia, *i  'grasping'        
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hua  hua  'raking together'       
mua  mua  'killing (sg obj)'      
wia  wia  'leaving X'       
hia  hia  'urinating'        
ai  ai  'grilling'        
baa  ba, *ba  'swallowing'        
sii  si  'sucking'        
daa  da  'flying'        
wii  wi  'staying'        

 
o What’s the problem with describing this in terms of markedness and faithfulness constraints?  
 
Luo 
 singular  plural 
 bat   bed-e  ‘arm’ 
 lu   lu-e  ‘walking stick’ 
 čogo   čok-e  ‘bone’ 
 owadu   owet-e  ‘brother’ 
 
o What’s the problem here? 
 
We could maybe describe this (and the Tohono O’odham above) with a ‘Be Different’ constraint 
that requires the plural to be different from the singular 
o But how would the grammar ensure that the difference is realized in the right way—ideas? 
 
Japanese (Alderete’s (1), (2)) 
 (1) Typical root-suffix interaction in Japanese 
  /yóm-tára/ → [yón-dara]  ‘if he reads’ 
  /yob-tára/  → [yon-dára]  ‘if he calls’ 
 (2) Dominant suffix in Japanese 
 a. Root + dominant accented suffix  
  /adá-ppóDom-i/  → [ada-ppó-i]  ‘coquettish’ 
  /kaze-ppóDom-i/ → [kaze-ppó-i]  ‘sniffily’ 
 b. Root + dominant unaccented suffix  
  /kóobe-kkoDom/  → [koobe-kko]  ‘native of Kobe’ 
  /edo-kkoDom/  → [edo-kko]  ‘native of Tokyo’ 
 
o Descriptively, what are the patterns here? 
 
(2b) especially is hard to explain: the affix doesn't add anything (sometimes it actually takes 
away), and the derived form isn’t necessarily different from the base. 
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2. Alderete’s basic proposal 
For every correspondence constraint, there is a binary ¬OO-CORR constraint (Base-Output in all 
the cases in his paper). 
 
 ¬BO-MAX: There exists at least one Base segment that lacks an Output correspondent 
 
o How could we explain Tohono O’odham truncation? 
o How could we explain Japanese dominant suffixes? (And what about (1)?) 
 

3. Some predictions of Alderetian Antifaithfulness 
Can you see why the following are predicted? 
 
o It’s always the base that mutates (if it were otherwise, would we be able to tell that it was 

antifaithfulness?). 
 
o No root-triggered dominance (show what Pseudo-Japanese case would look like). This 

wouldn’t be true if ¬IO-CORR were allowed (can you see why?). 
 
o Grammar dependence: when there is a choice about how to satisfy the ¬OO-CORR constraint, 

the language’s default emerges (Japanese DEP>>CULMINATIVITY, for example). (It would be 
nice if we had more cases where there was robust evidence from elsewhere about what the 
default is…) 

4. Comparison to positional faithfulness 
If derivational affixes are the morphological heads of words, perhaps we’ve got positional 
faithfulness to heads (works for Japanese (2a)). 
 
Does this work for Japanese (2b)? 
 
Alderete also argues that dominant affixes aren’t always inflectional, and derivational affixes 
aren’t always dominant, so this wouldn’t explain every case of affix dominance. 

5. Comparison to co-phonologies 
Recall Inkelas & Zoll approach to reduplication as double generation with a different co-
phonology applying to each copy. What if dominant unaccented affixes trigger a de-accenting 
co-phonology? (let’s see what the ranking might look like) 
 
Alderete’s arguments against 

• Doesn’t rule out stem dominance. 
• Doesn’t get grammar-dependence (no restrictions in the theory as it stands on how co-

phonologies may differ from each other). 
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6. A further wrinkle: locality 
In some cases, the antifaithfulness constraint needs to be satisfied close to the dominant affix 
(with a mora, syllable, or foot). Alderete handles this with constraint conjunction: 
 
Japanese post-accenting ma- 

 Base /ma´ + yonaká/ [¬OO-DEP(accent) & 
ANCHOR-L(Stem, PrWd)]σ 

OO-DEP 
(accent) 

ALIGN-R 
(accent) 

a yonaká ma-[yo]naká *!   
b yonaká ma-[yo]náka *! * * 
 c yonaká ma-[yó]naka  * ** 

 

7. Application to reduplication 
o Can we get *shmolts-shmolts now?? 
 

8. Implications 
o How much of this could we do in containment? (Keep in mind that Antifaithfulness is always 

O-O.) 
o Lexical categories: how many ¬OO-Corr constraint classes can there be for affixes to choose 

from? Just two (dominant/recessive), or more? 
 

9. If we have time, let’s talk about the Tagalog assignment. 
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